Evaluation Teamwork

Team Number

FIRST LEGO League 2018/19

Team Name

INTO ORBIT

exemplary

Please mark only one field per row

Weighting of the FLL categories

Inspiration

Robot & Robot Design, Project, Teamwork

Team Spirit

team engages others in their
enthusiasm and fun; clear identity

Integration
application of the FLL values and skills outside FLL

Ambition
reasons for the FLL enthusiasm

Effectivness
problem solving and decision making process help team achieve their
goals

Allocation of tasks
Teamwork

within the team with clear aims

excellent;
all goals achieved

Time management
with regard to the fefined goals

Kids do the work
balance between team responsibilty
and coach guidance

team independance;
coach as a source of inspiration

Distribution of roles
capacity and position of a teammember within the team

Gracious Professionalism®

Inclusion
consideration and appreciation for the contributions (ideas and skills)
of all team members, with balanced involvement

Respect
team members act and speak with integrity so others feel valued

Speaking time
while speaking with the Jury

Equality
regarding the workload

Coopertition®
team competes in the spirit of friendly competition and cooperates
with others

accomplished

developing

beginning

balanced emphasis on all three
categories

emphasis on two categories;
one category neglected

emphasis on only one aspect;
others neglected

team is enthusiastic and fun;
clear identity

minimal enthusiasm OR
minimal identity

minimal enthusiasm AND
minimal identity

team is able to describe mutiple
examples

team is able to describe at least one
example

team does not apply FLL values
and skills outide FLL

multiple reasons

some reasons

no clear reasons

clear processes enable team to
accomplish well defined goals

clear team goals and processes

team goals OR team processes
unclear

very good;
most goals achieved

unclear

no distribution

very good

good

non-existent

good balance between team
responsibility and coach guidance

limited team responsibilty OR
excessive coach guidance

limited team responsibilty AND
excessive coach guidance

clear

visible

unclear

balanced team involvement AND
appreciation for contributions of all
team members

balanced team involvement AND
appreciation for contributions of
most team members

unbalanced team involvement OR
lack of appreciation for
contributions

always evident, even in the most
difficult situation

almost evident with the majority of
team members

not evident

everybody gets a word and
is open-minded

most team members talk with the
jury, the rest of team answers on
request

only one team member talks to the
jury, the rest of the jury is
uncommuicative

balanced workload

mostly balanced workload

unbalanced workload

always evident, even in most
difficult situations – and team
actively helps other teams

almost evident with
all team members

not evident with majority of
team members

Amount marks per column

Comments Judges

Bonus Points (max. 5)

Proposal
“Judge’s Award”

